
No Impact To AbsoluteClimo’s Climate Models,  
Data, Services or Clients:  

If NOAA Changes Under a New Administration 

AbsoluteClimo Unaffected by U.S. Political Outcomes 

Honolulu (18 July 2024) - The Atlantic published an article about a possible 
massively shocking change to NOAA and its National Weather Service (NWS), 
titled, “The MAGA Plan to End Free Weather Reports”, subtitled “Project 2025 
would all but dissolve the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.”  

Amid the current U.S. political angst, turbulence and uncertainty about the future of the 
federal government, as we stated in 2019, AbsoluteClimo has its own independently 
developed and operated climate model. If any NOAA or NWS weather or climate models — 
or models from any government in the world for that matter — are shut down or vanish, it 
doesn’t matter to AbsoluteClimo since we don’t use or depend on any of their code or data. 

AbsoluteClimo’s clients will not experience any product or service disruptions if there are 
changes to NOAA under a new or incumbent government administration. Our climate model 
(Figure 1) will not stop if the U.S. government decides to stop running any of its super 
computer weather or climate models for any reason e.g., to cut costs. 

U.S. taxpayers also help fund weather and climate data used worldwide. If NOAA’s 
observational network operations are scaled back to cut costs and reduce taxpayers 
expenses, weather and climate models run by governments worldwide would also be 
impacted such as the famous “European model” (aka the ECMWF) and the royal United 
Kingdom (UK Met Office) models, since satellites and observations could grind to a halt.  

A vast majority in the private sector dependent on using, mixing, blending, deriving from or 
repackaging U.S. government weather or climate models and data — currently often 
provided at no charge or de minimis — would also be impacted across multiple industries.  

AbsoluteClimo would not be impacted.  

With lessons from past decades including from our great visionary academic advisors in the 
1980s, at AbsoluteClimo we planned ahead from day one and built for a changing political 
landscape including one which could materialize for the U.S. in 2025. 
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https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2024/07/noaa-project-2025-weather/678987/
https://absoluteclimo.com/pr/5f69b2b72a9ada0aeeae995e564daf5a191be52ed43020a4b1d8cdcfdacd1574.pdf


 
Figure 1. AbsoluteClimo’s innovative modeling system was designed from inception to be 
completely independent of government or university lab weather or climate models. 

About AbsoluteClimo LLC 
AbsoluteClimo’s (absoluteclimo.com) mission is bettering life on Earth (๏) by helping people 
impacted by climate variability and change. AbsoluteClimo LLC, founded in 2016 is a Hawaiʻi 
headquartered world leading climate forecasting and risk management company created 
and operated by pioneering reputable climatologists, meteorologists and seasoned 
entrepreneurs with accomplished scientific and business industry track record including 
NASDAQ/NMS listing and successful M&A. We serve business in energy, agriculture, water 
resources, tourism, human health, financial services including re/insurance, insurance-linked 
securities, pensions, superannuations, private equity and sustainable investments markets. 
We occasionally provide guest lectures on climate risk and insurance at the University of 
Hawaiʻi at Mānoa Shidler College of Business and thought leadership presentations and 
panels at events worldwide. 
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http://absoluteclimo.com
https://shidler.hawaii.edu/fin/events/2021/04/15/risk-management-insurance-lecture-series
https://twitter.com/WBNGlobal/status/1122579063099490309
https://events.withintelligence.com/pensionbridgeesg
https://opalgroup.net

